The analysis of the atmospheric boundary layer top height evolution is obtained from 2008 to 2011 in Buenos Aires using the multiwavelength lidar located at CEILAP (CITEDEF-CONICET) (34°33' S; 58°30' W; 17 m asl). Algorithms recognition based on covariance wavelet transform are applied to obtain seasonal statistics. This method is being evaluated for use in the Lidar Network in Argentina and it is being deployed in Patagonia region currently. The technique operates in real time in both low and high aerosol loads and with almost no human supervision.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Atmospheric Boundary Layer (ABL) is the lowest layer that is directly influenced by the Earth’s surface. It responds to surface forcing by frictional drag, evaporation and transpiration, and sensible heat transfer with a timescale of one hour or less [1]. Lidar, light detection and ranging, is a valuable tool to study the atmospheric boundary layer. This instrument works with high spectral and spatial resolution that allows identifying the ABL height. Aerosol vertical structure is considered as a good tracer to determine the ABL height. Lidar backscatter profiles show a strong negative gradient at the top of this layer which can be recognized with different mathematical methods. Algorithms based on threshold values [2], minimum vertical gradient in the lidar profile [3], maximum in variances of signals [4] and a method that fits an idealized profile [5] are widely used. It is recognized that these approaches are sensitive to noise and small-scale structure in the lidar profiles.

A robust algorithm based on CWT (Covariance Wavelet Transform) is proposed by [6, 7]. The method can recognize the ABL height in profiles with lower signal to noise ratio than other algorithms.

2. METHOD AND RESULTS

2.a. Lidar setup

The tropospheric multiwavelength lidar system was developed to monitor range-resolved aerosol optical properties. Its dynamic range covers a region from 200 m to 10 km in coaxial overlap (from 2009 up to present) and from 600 m to 10 km in biaxial overlap setup. The lidar emission system is based on a Nd:YAG laser (Continuum Surelite III P-IV) with 3 wavelengths at 10 Hz (650 mJ at 1064 nm). First and second harmonic are also generated. The IR wavelength is normally used for studying the ABL. The backscattered radiation is collected by an f/2, 1 m focal length Newtonian telescope and focused into a 1.8 mm diameter optical fiber that works as a field stop. The data acquisition system had a 20 MHz sampling rate and a 7.5 m vertical resolution [8].

2.b.- Method

The ABL height recognition is obtained applying a CWT (Covariance Wavelet Transform) and Haar function based algorithm [7]. CWT and Haar function are shown in equations 1 and 2 respectively. In those part, a and b are the dilatation and translation factors respectively, z is the height vector and f(z) is the lidar profile. The atmospheric boundary layer height is presented as an abrupt decrease of the lidar backscatter.

$$W_f(a,b) = \frac{1}{a} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} f(z) h\left(\frac{z-b}{a}\right) dz$$

(1)

$$h\left(\frac{z-b}{a}\right) = \begin{cases} +1: b-a/2 \leq z \leq b \\ -1: b \leq z \leq b+a/2 \\ 0: \text{elsewhere} \end{cases}$$

(2)

Equation 3 is the spectral variance proposed by [7, 9] to calculate the wavelet dilation factor. The translation b that produces the maximum value in CWT is the atmospheric boundary layer top height.
\[
D^2(a) = \left( \int \left[ W_j(a) \right]^2 db \right)_{\text{Max}}
\]

2.e - Results

The results of a seasonal study of the ABL height evolution with lidar between 2008 and 2011 are presented. 197 days of measurements are processed. The ABL height is obtained from 1064 nm backscatter wavelength. Measurements with clouds supported on the ABL are not processed.

Figures 1 to 4 show the ABL height evolution in the summer, fall, winter and spring.


Table 1 presents results of ABL height in Buenos Aires.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Seasons</th>
<th>Measurements</th>
<th>ABL top height [m]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[n]</td>
<td>Mean [m]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summer</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1634.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>1336.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winter</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>1208.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>1577.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. CONCLUSIONS

A preliminary seasonal study of the daytime atmospheric boundary layer height evolution is performed with aerosol lidar and an algorithm based on covariance wavelet transform. A database of 197 lidar measurements in Buenos Aires is processed. The results show that this layer varies depending on the season, between 1223 and 2046 m in the summer, 1021 and 1651 m in the fall, 922 and 1493 m in the winter and between 1178 and 1977 m in the spring, using mean value with one standard deviation computed from 13 to 17 h local time.
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